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DEMOIJTION OF BUILDING 12, AN OLD PLUTONIUM FILTER FACILITY

ABSTRACT

This report discusses the decommissioning and dispsal of

a plutonium contaminated filter facility at TAMAlamos, along with

the health physics, waste management, and envixmmental aspects

of the demolition. The filter system had provided ventilation for

the main plutonium processing plant at Los Alamos from 194s until

1973,
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.

L Hlstmy

A phtmhnn processhg facility WM hilt in 1944 on what 18 Ww

Iamwn as DP Mesa in Xms Alamos. The uxgency of that period of

time dictated that the facUi& be tmilt as rapidly as possible andyet

tiorporate all of the best construction ideas available for auoh

facilities but using those materials that were readily available.

The process buildings were of sheet metal constmction on a

L 22 mdres high concrete wainscoting. Plaster on metal lathe over

metal tis was used to give a smooth interior surface.

Ventilation of the buildings was accomplished with a centrsl

air exhaust system with a capaoity of 60,000 ms/rnin, This system

was to handle air from rooms and fume hoods, sparging of dissolvers

ad venting of

to exhaust air

solution tanks.

from the glove

At that time U was not believed mcessaxy

bmms. ltwas severalyearsbeforethe

decision waa made to exhaust air from these wmrkenclosures and

when they were votiilated the air was exhausted, without being

filtered, through the room air exhaust system. ParUculates were to

be removed from the exhaust air by the u~e of electrostatic precipitron.

units backed up by a single bank of American Alr Filter Comp~

~p PL-U filters. This system waE judged to be the best available

for dean-up of alr at that time.
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The 131ter building was com@etti and placed in service during

1945. It conthued in aetice for both room and process air

untfl Ju@ 1, 1959. In 1959 another filtration system was completed

for the process air and only room air was hamilod in Building 12

after that date. Building 12 continued in service until Febmary,

1973 when new room air filtration systems were cemplcted, one for

each of the process buildlngs.

2. Description of FaciM&

The site plan in F@. 1 shows the relationship of the process

buildings to the filter building.

d floor level, up vertical ducts

me air from the rooms was exhausted

through the roof, then in ducts mounted

parallel to tha roof, to the collector duct lndlt . n the ~ak of the roof.

The 5nfshed site is shown in Fig. 2. The filter building, designated

as Building 12, can be seen on the Icft. The duchvork was constructed

of galvanized steel. Corrosion began immediate~v in the ductwork for

those rooms where chemical fumes were generated, arxi small holes

were created within a few years. Corrosion products along with dirt

drawn through the holes in the ducWork wer~’ all deposited in the plenum
m

of Building 12.

The floor plan of Building 12

being listed in Table 1. The floor

for that portion housing the filters

is shown in Fig. 3 with the legend

area was 30.8 metrea ~ 19.5 metrea

am prcwipitron units. The intake
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1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

Table 1

Legend for Fig. 3

Transition Plenum Opening

Transition Plenum Area

Temprary Change Room

South Filter Isolation Doors

Electrostatic Precipitron Framing

Filters and Filter Framing

Exhaust Blower Plenum Area

New Temporaxy Wall

Operative Exhaust Fan and Stack

10. Blower Room Area

1~ Area of Plastered Ceiling

U. Penthouse Area above Structure

13. Plenum Isolation Doors

14. Existing Brick Walls
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.

. plenum wa8 a trapezoidal area

longest base, 7.6 metres wide

18.9 metres fmm that point to

measuring 23.5 metreswide at its

where the air entered the building and

the rectangular portion of the building.

The precipitron units and fflter banks were built in 5 sections

with a wall between each section.

that could be lowered to isolate a

Each section had two large doors

section while filters were being

changed or while work was being done on the precipitron unit in that

section, Access to the isolated section was by way of ladders from

the

the

the

second stay section of the building. This second story also housed

doors when thq were in the raised position.

A side view of the buildhg is shown in Fig. 4 and a side view of

filter and blower area, Fig. 5, shows the position of the electro-

static precipitron units, the PL-24 filter bank, the common blower

plenum, the exhaust blowers, and the doors used to isolate each of the

filter sections. A front view of the building is shown in Fig. 6.

The method of construction of Building 12 was also dictated by

the type of material available at that time. The foundation wa~ concrete .

bat since reinforcing steel was in short supply, it was made deeper and

. thicker than it would have been if steel had been available. The wall studs

and floor and roof beams were wood. These were covered by 2 layers of

gypsum board to give a smooth interior surface. This method of con-

struction actually made it easier to prevent ‘he spread of
.

contamination

. .
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1. Intake Phnum IsolWon Dmr
2. Blower Plenum Isolation Door
30 Make ~enum
4. Electrost-c Pmci@tmns
5. PL-24 Filters
6. Blower Plenum
7. Blowers

F@ 5. SDE VIEW OF B~WER AND FILTER AREA
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during demolition. The details of construction will be discussed in the

section of this re~rt dealing with demolition.

3. Decontamination of Facfli&

In 1960 the interior of the plenum and the largest potion of the

air ducts were cleaned. Included in the solids that wmre removed from

the plenum were several hundred pounds of sand that had been used in

sandblasting plutonium parts.

building in 1960 were analyzed

Samples of the dirt removed from the

and showed a plutonium ooatent ranging

from 0.001 ‘to 0.05 weight peroent. Atmt 3,000 kg of dirt were removed

from the building during the first oleaning operation. The malytical

data indicated that this dirt, which was packed in 2-12 mil plasth bags

and placed in steel dmms for burial, corhined about 600 g of plutonium

(93. 5%J2%u, 6% ‘“Pu, 0.5% ‘%).

During this Initial clean-out the preolpitron unlta were disassembled,

removed from tlm building, wrapped in several layers of plastic and placed

in plywood

Over

crates for burial.

the next few years the buildlng w cleaned several thee:

eaoh time the final operation was to wipe down the entire floor with wet

. rags. Immeidately after such a cleaning the floor would have a mvlpe

oomt of only a few hundred d/m but tho

per 60 cm2. All of the craoks, such as

count of >100,000 d/m.

direct uount was still > 10Q000

expansion joints, had a swipe

d/m

-11-



4. Demolition of Building 12

A proposed procedure for the demolition of the building was

prez by a member of the Engineering group and a member of

the Plutonium Processing group. This document was S1uhitted to a

Demolition Committee for approval. This Committee was composed

of representatives from both the Latxmatoxy and the contmctir that

would do the demolition. The names of the groups represent are

shown In Table 2.

Demolition work ma sta~d using this approved procedure,

but as the work progressed, conditions wem somotimes encountered

whioh neoossitated a chango in the procedure. Therefore, thfs

Demolition Committee met eve~ week to hoar progress ~qxmts on

the demolition and to review proposals for any change In the procmlum.

The first step in the demolition was the removal of the ductwork

leading to 13uUding U.

in Febmaxy, 1973. As

This work waa stalted in 1072 and was aompletod

ductwork was removed and air supply reduced,

blowers In Building 12 were shut down, When the

down a partition waa built in the blowor plenum so
●

third blower was shut

that blower number 4

ml filter bank number 5 would provide ventilation for the building during

demolitlo~ The position of the partition iS shown in ~~g. 3 ~ ~~.~t

number 8.

-12-



Table 2

Departmetis Represetid on Demolition CommlUee

Plutonium Processing

Health I%ysNw

Environmental Monitoring

Nre Saf@

Industrial Saf*

Waste Managemeti

Engineering Pl&WUJing

Engineering Estimattig

Transportation

Engineering Ma.intenanm

Contractor for Demolition

-13-



In preparation fbr tk cleaning and denmlltion, a ohange room

was oonstmcted on the east side of the building adjacent to the air

look and acceas door shown in Ng. 3. The workers were suited

up@cludlng a fitting and testing of full tie masks, in this change

room.

The Initial cleaning waa done ~ chemical technicians Msisted

& jsnltas. The final cleaning just prior to painting was dcm ~

janitors and laborers.

After the walls, ceilings and partitions had been cleaned with

water spray, the floors were wiped with wet rags. Agdn the con-

Wnination could only be reduced to the levels dlscusscd earli ~r.

At that point tho application of water-base paint was started

using a spray gun, After several appllcat:cxx of paint, nearly all

exposed areaa in the building no longer had any swipe or direct

count. If any paint peeled off the surface the direct count would

re-appear and the asea had to be wi~d with wet rags and re-painted.

As expected, all expansion joints still had large amounts of solids

that had been deposited by the water soaking down into the joint

during previous cleaning operations. The painter was kept on ~

during the entire period of demolition and as fresh surfaces were

exposed they were immeidately coated with water base paint.

-14”
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At this stage blowers number 1, 2 and 3 were idle and air was being

&awn down the utaoks, through the filters in baya I through 4 in reverse

flow, through the fflters in bay 5 in the normal manner and exhausted

thmmgh blower number 40 With this air flow aiding oontrol of ooxtadmtba,

removal of st.aob 1, 2 and 3 was begin, The mof and wdla armmd the

blowers for these 3 staoks were removed by lifting on a wible wrappd

aramd oefling beams, The -f was omstruoted with the beams tem@iatfng

at the midpwfnt of the briuk wall separating the blower room from the

blower plenum. ThU8 the beams could be lifted Off this divid.i~ -

without exposin: the contaminated blower plenum.

After the bluwer room roof had been removed, except for a section

over blower numbr 4 and another section over the electrical panels,

work was started on removal of the stacks. Fig. 7 shovm a rigger being

lifted to the top of the first SOfoot stack to attach a lifting collar to the

stack The stacks had a square base which was sl!pped over a slightly

smaller male flttfng on the blower to provide the tir seal. TMs joint was

taped and pafnted to make it air tight. The stack was removed by cutting

the tape, cutting some external suppoxts (which were not contaminated) d

● lifting the stack off the blower with a crane. The bottom of the stack and

the opening of the blower were immediately covered With pre-assembled

sheets of p~ood. The otack was then placed on a low-boy and the ends

sealed with metal plates and wrappwl in plastic for hauling to the burial

-15-





.

aita. Fig. 8 shows the blowm mm after the first 3 stacks had been

removwl

Thenmdstep vmstoremove allofthefflters in banks lthrough

4. As am be seen in Fig. 9, each bank oontained 63 filtas, each being

0.67 mx0.67m x0.22 m(2~x2T x6’?. The fflters were lifted outof

the fmune and put into plastic bags, carried to the acoess &or of the

change room and slipped into another bag being held ~ 2 labmwrs. This

outer bag was checked for external contamination so that tie package could

either be m-bagged or it could be safely carried thI?t)lgh the change room

to the p- bons tobecratedfor burial.

The filter frames were cleaned and painted before start of dis-

assembly. The fflter rack had been made by riveting opn-end metal

boxes together. The disassembly of the mck required either sawing.

the frames into pieces or driving a wedge between frames so that the rivets

would pop loose. Popping the rivets was found to be the fastest method and

thus was used to remove the 252 frames tn filter bays 1 through 4. The

frames were taken from the building and crated using the same method that

was used for the filters.
●

The laborers then started disassembly of the precipitron frames.

These frames were 1.22 metres wide, O.61 metros deep and 4.27 metres

high with a gross weight of 275 kg. As they were unbolted they ware lowered

to the floor with a chain hoist. They were cleaned, painted and placed on
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rollers so they could be moved to an access door of the exhaust blower plenum

area (See NS 3). There a final coat of paint was applied before the frame

was rolled through the door onto large plastic sheeting. The frame ws

WMLP@ h phtstlc, Ioadd on a truck d hauled to

Hgures 10, 11 and 12 give views of various stages

the burial site.

of this Opertiion.

Sprinkler pipes, electrical conduit and process lines leading to the

oll baths on the precipitron units were removed, cut into 2.5 metre lengths

with hacksaws, painted, wrapped in plastic and passed through access

doors h be crated tor burial.

Similar techniques were used for the large &ors used for isolation

of a filter section. The doors were constructed of 1.6 cm (5/8 inch)

plywood mounted on a 10 cm channel iron frame. Each bay had two doors

that were 5.2 metres wide. One door was 3.1 metres high and the other

door was 4.3 metres high.

At this point the building was em~, except for the

and the building was considered ready for removal of the

Hlters in bay 5,

interior surfaces

of the walls, floor and ceiling.

The details of construction
.

indica~d that the contamination of walls

and ceilhg might be restricted to the first layer of material. As can be

seen in Fig. 13 the roof was made of two layers of wood beanm, 5 cm x 20 cm

(2 inches & 8 inches), supported Qy meti I beams. The ceiling was

constructed of 2 layers of gypsum board covered by a fibric matetial calIed

‘W7alltex’t. A 1.6 mm thick metal strip was used as a nailing strip to prevent

-20-





F@ 11. PRECIPITRON FRAME BEING WRAPPED IN PLASTIC
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the nails from- throughthe~ boardwhentheplaum was at

its lmwr air pressure during Operatiom

“me roof was built of 2 layers of gypsum board on top of the beams

tid covered ty a 0.3

ad 114 kg of roofing

After the metal

cm layer of transite. The~layer wasahottar

paperapplication

strips had been pulled from the ceiling the surface

layer, which was fabric covered

easily pulled off leaving a nearly

with several coats of paint, could be

contamination free surface.

The construction of the walls and the floor are shown in Fig. 14.

The walls were built with 2 layers of gypsum boami nailed to the inside of

the 5 cm x 20 cm studs. Here, too, tie gypsum board could be pulled off

without spreading contamination to the studs. All eqmsed surfaces were

immediately covered with a coat of paint to seal porous surfhces.

The constmction at

lapping layers of gypsum

construction had kept the

the wall and floor junction consisted of over-

board, expansion joint material and gunnite. ~s

sill from becoming contaminated, and by removing

the expansion joint materlaI along with a strip of the gunnite, the sill waa

exposed free of contan’~nation. The rest of the gunnite was given several

coats of paint, until all of the contamh ation w covered, and allowed to

remain on the floor for removal along with the foundation.

At this time samples were taken of the soil under the floor and

analyzed for gross alpha activi~. The results, discussed later, showed that

the soil was contaminated in certain areas and would have to be removed to

-25-
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.eave a clean site.

This completed the first stage of demolition on the plenum areq

leaving the plenum in such a condition that demolition could be completed

using power equipment to tear down roof and walls in a more normal

manner. The appearance of the interior of the intake plenum is shown

in FYg. 15, aria the appearance of the area which had housed the preci-

pitrons and filters is shown in Ng. 16.

In the penthouse area the interior wall covering W also removed

without spreading contamination to the wall studs. The floor, however,

was built of 5 cm x 10 cm tongue and groove boards and the cracks between

the boards were filled with contaminated dirt which could not be tied,

even with several coats of paint. Therefore, all of the floor boards were

pried loose and painted individually b fiv the co] Jamtnation so that they could

be removed from the building snd crated fos burial. The appearance of the

interior after removal of floor and interior surface of the walls of the pen~-

howe is shown in Fig. 17.

These interior floor boards and the gypsum walllmard were packed in

p-d bone and haded to the burial site after the boxes were banded ~d

sealed.

The external siding was built of paperboard nailed to the 5 cm x 20 cm

studs covered }tith corrugated asbestos siding. The asbestos siding was

removed, monitored for alpha contamination and hauled to the LASL waste

disposal site leavlng the building as shown in 13g. 180 Since no alpha

-27-
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contaminationwas found on aqy of the siding it was hauled to the disposal

site in an own dump truck

After the exhaust plenum, blower plenum, precipitron are% and

the peuthouse area had been stripped, cleaned and painted as discussed

earlier, a survy for alpha contamination showed that all contaminated

surfaces or items had been removed or decontaminated and painted. me

only exceptions were the soil under the floor, and the expansion joints in

the concrete floor. The steel columns that held the ten large doors could

not be dismantled without tke use of cutting torches and because of the

wood constmction it was decided to leave the steel standing and tear down

the buildfng around the steel. Wlm aU combustible material had been

removed, the steel could be cut up and loaded on a truck to be hauled to

the disposal site. The removal of the steel will be discussed later.

Since the interior had been stripped and cleaned as much as possible

the next stop was to shut down the last blower and to remove the last bank

of filters. This would leave the building without any ventilation so a

900 mg/min blower was installed so that air would be exhausted through

a HEPA filter from the area where the last filters would be removed.

while

blower was

fix the dust
.

blower was

blower number 4 was still running, and before the 300 ms/min

started, the filters were coated with water-base spray paint to

and contaminatfo~ Just as the filters began to plug the large

shut off and the 300 m3/min blower started.

The ffltersand frames were then removed using the same technique

-32-



as fbr the other filters and frames. r After bay 5 was stripped and cleaned

the building was surv~ed again for alpha contamination. When all loose

eontamhation and detachable items had been removed ad d areas had

been painted at least three times to cover impregnated cmtaminstion,

the decision was made that the remainder of the building ccuId be safely

torn down and loaded onto trucks wfth equipment working fmm the outside.

Since no codxmdnat ion could be detected on the remaining portions

of the walls, it was decided to pull the penthouse over with a cabIe as if

it was a normal building king raze~ This was done, exposing the steel

beam door supports. llgs. 19 and 20 show the lmikling with most of the

penthouse gone. As portions were @led down, the long boamls were cut

into 2.5 metre sections with chain saws. The pieces were checked fbr

contamination and then loaded into a dump truck fitted with plywood sides,

canvas tip and rear flap. ~nly nmely was any contamination found and

when it was the area waH immediately painted.

The remainder of the walls ad ceiling for the blower room, whioh

never had been contaminated, were broken apart and loded on a truck with

a payloader. The concrete foundations were broken loose with a bulldozer.

Ao will be seen later, the foundations wezw quite deep ad thick and required

a large bulIdozer and considerate haxdwork befdre they couId be loaded onto

the dump truck

After the work on the penthwm and blower room was completed, work
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was started ontheink!! plenum. The mof was pulled down with cables

and the debris hand loaded into the covered truck, Then the walls mm

pushed over, dismantled ad loaded into the covered tmc~ Ng. 21

shows this area when om of the walls had been pushed over. When

this work was completed the building was reduced to the brick and steel

remaining in the precipitron area and the floor of the intake plenum

area

The next stage was to tear out the intake plenum floor with a psy-

Ioader.The

Note that the

foundation was quite extensive as can be seen in Fig. 220

concrete at the point where the external foundation inter-

sects with the internal foundations was often 46 cm thick The foundation

was L 52 metn.3 deep and since it was known that some of tie soil inside

was contadm@d, the decision was made to have the equipment dig deep

enough to go beneath the foundation and load foundation, soil and floor at

the same time. Ng. 23 shows the equipment in the process of removing

the plenum floor area

When this was completed the building was reduced to the steel,

briok and 0011CrOtOshown in Fig. 24.

A attempt was made to pull some of the steel down with a cable

and in the process break some bolts and rivets so that the individual

beams could be loaded cm a tmc~ Unfortunately, tho constnwtion was

suoh that when the bulldozer @led on a @ece of steel at the eud of the

-36-
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building the whole steel assembly toppled over and became the tangled

mess” shown in Fig. 25. Thesteel thenhadto becutapart withcutting

toznhes and loaded onto an open dump truck with a crane. Ngs. 26,

27, and 28 show various facets of this operatiom

When the steel had been cleared away ody the concrete floor and

foundations in the precipitron and filter area remained as shown in Ng. 28.

A bulldozer (see Fig. 29) was used to Iift the floor

ahead of the treads to an area where the payloader

slabs up and push them

could get to them for

10wMw on a dump truck The only contaminated arms on these slabs

were the edges that had been in co~ct with the e.xpansim jo~s. These

areas were phted before the payloader Ioaded the slabs on the truck. Then

the bulldozer was used to loosen and break the foundation into pieces small

enough to load onto the dump truck Most of the foundation was 15 to 20 cm

thick and 1.5 metres deep. However, one piece of the foundation waa n~arly

75 cm wide, 1.5 metres deep and 30 metres in length. Efforts to break this

foundation into small chunks with the bulldozer proved fruitless. Hence,

this 30 metre piece of foundation had to be weakened by drilhg a series

of holes as a perforation Hne. Such a line of holes can be seen in Fig. 30.

The bulldozer was ‘Aen able to break this foundation into pieces small

enough to be lifted onto the dump truck Fig. 31

last concrete and dirt from the site.

The final task was the remo;al of the drain

shows the removaI of the

pipe that led from the
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Fig. 25. APPEARANCE OF STRUCTURAL STEEL AF~ ATTEM~ TO
PULL IX)WNINDIVIDUAL KECES ●
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Fig 26. CUTTING STEEL BEAMSWITH WELDING TORCH





BEEN REMOVED
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Fig 29. BULLDOZER REMOVINGCONCRETE FLOOR
IN PRECIPITRON AREA





Fig 31. REMOVINGTHE LAST CONCRETE AND DIRT
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precipitwmand filter area to a ffle field. Tb tile fieId had been removed

seveml years earlier but the plugged drain line leading from BUUding12

to the tile

drain line

embedded

field remaird in place. Workers engaged in removing the

are shown in Yig. 32. Thiscast irondminline had been

in the soil for near~ 30 years and yet corrosion had penetrated

less than 0.16 cm (< ~16 inch).

When this drain line had linen removed, the trench and the area that

had been occupied by the building were su.rv~ed for aIpha contmlmticnu

When no alpha contamination was detected, soil sam@es were takm for

analyses and tie area was bacldlbd with dirt until the original gmnmd

contour had been restored. Native grasses were planted as a ground

cover as the ftnal step in the demolition of Building 12.

the ama after completion of the bacldilXhg operation.

The demolition wrk was started in Feb_ ad

Fig. 33 shows

completed in

July, 1973 at a total cost of approximately $160,000. Cmftsmen used on

this project were riggers, painters, laborers, equipment operators, tmck

drivem, ctiqmnters

5. Health ~ySiC8

and elect2ichns.

F%msonnelassigned to do the demolition were inexperienced in dealing

with plutonium contamination, but they were provided with formal health

physicsinstmmtionand with day-to+ay instructions from the plutwnium

plant supervisor and from health physics technicians who were present

during all phases of the project. All workers also participated in a full
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fitceresphtor fitting sndtesting pmgranu Full tie resplratcm

eq@?I@ wfth high efBdency particulate fflters were the ~&rd node

of respiratory protection used dwing ali phases of demolition that involved

mmk with loose corhmhati on, During prior decmtmdmti on work in

1960, sqplied air suits wem use&

Dendition workers were provided protective (anti+ontaznination)

clothing fbr work in the area For work inside the building, workers were

double-suited with coveralls, booties, a cap and Imo& gloves, aMI under-

mar. (Fig. 34) Disposable paper coveralls and hoods vmre used fbr the

uuter garments along with plastic booties. me outer garments were

overlapped and taped together and openings in both covemlls were taped

shut. This procedure provided adequate protection against worker

contamination during the demolition since no personnel decontamination

beyond normal showering and washing procedures was requiti,

The air in the wrldr. area was sampled by drawhg air thmmgh

HV-70 filter paper at the nominal rate of 0.56 m3/min. The paper was

removed and counted daily for ~pha wtivi~ to provide a recofi of the air

contamination that the wmkem were exposed to. On four occasions the

air borne plutonium concentration exceeded 2000 x 10-12~Ci/m4, but

durhg most of the remsining work days the concentration ranged from

-12
60 to 150 x 10 ~ Ci/~ with some as low as 2 x 10-ti p Ci/m4.

All personnel working on the project were provided monthly beta-

gamma and neutron film badges to recdrd external rtiiation exposures.
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Fig. 34. WORKER SUITED UP FOR DEMOLITION WORK
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The highet3t monthly recorded exposure was 40 mrem. Alpha

.

oonlmnhmUon sumeys and nose swipe monitoring practices varied

somewhat with the assi~ed task and level of contamination involved,

but the minimum was the sumey of all workers for alpha contamination

prior to leaving the area and the collection of nose swipes after work

requiring use of respirato~ ~bctive equipment. A fiw cases of hand

oonkmhation occurred; however, all were decontaminated by normal

shcnnmring and vmddng methods.Of 1195 nose swipes collected only

four wre >10 d/rein alpha with 85 d/rein being the highest single result.

Workers submitted urine samples for @tonium analysis at the beginning

ad completion of the job. Most workers were given plutonium chest

counts at the job completion. No measurable increase in plutaium bo@

or lung burden was indicated & the results of the urinalysis and chest

counting programs. One (1) minor injury occurred during the job. The

wound, caused by a nail puncture, was monitored ~ alpha ad x-ray

monitoring techniques and found to be free of plutonium contamination.

6. Waste Management

Waste matefials were packaged in different ways depending on size

& contamination level to make safe transport and disposal possib Ie.

Small items and highly contaminated larger items which could be reduced

in size were placed in plastic lined 0.56 ms cardboard Ixnmsw The bags

and boxes were sealed with tape to prevent leaks during disposal.
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Approximately 1320 cardboard boxes were filkl with waste and disposed

of kg burial at USL% solid radioactive waste disposal site located about

9 b from the aem alition site. The location of this site is shown in

Ng. 33, Larger items such as fflters, filter frames, ~sum board

pieces, and metal trim were WTappedin plastic and placed in 69 plastic

lined ple crates (1.2 x 1.2 x2.4 metres) for knuial at the disposal

site. In addition to the boxed and crated waste, approximately 1200 ms

of contaminated transite, doors, lumber, pi~s, roofing materials, and

metaIs were.taken to the disposal site in covered dump trucks. F%dng

the contamination on large items with multiple coats of paiut allowed

handling, transport, and disposal without vehicle or personnel contam-

ination problems. In addition to

mately 400 m3 of concrete, dirt,

the waste already mentioned, approxi-

and large metal items were buried in

a dispcsal site located at TA-21, 300 metres from the building site.

All waste packages and unpackaged items were monitored for

plutonium contamination with portable alpha su~ey instruments. The

waste was disposed of by burial as non-retrievable c 10 nCi/g plutonium

waste. The wastes that contained >10 nCi/g plutonium had been placed

in retrievable

demolition.

Tmcks,

storage during decontamination mrk prior to the actual

loaders and bulldozers used to load and/or transport

contaminated materials were monitored during the job and decontaminated

as necessaxy. The equipment did not become highly contaminated and



.

_ tifi cold water - dcient tti reduce contamination levels

to less than 100 dis/min per 60 cm2.

_ tie 109 tiys required fir the demolition work ~d site

clean-up, a total of 235 man-days of health physics technician effort

were nequired for personnel and miscelhmeous monitoring.

7. Environmental Air Monitoring

me LASL~s Environmental Studies Group monitored the

environmental impact of the demolition operation with its routine air

sampling network and a special cm-site sampling program.

The routine air sampling network consitig of 36 sampling

stations was supplemented with two additional stations to more adequately

encircle the demolition

supplemental samplers

site with sampIers. The ~sitioning of the

was limited somewhat ty the availabili~ of

electrical power and access to the equipment. The location of these

samptig stations (with the exception of the Santa Fe, Espanol% and

Pojoaquestations) and of the demolition site arc

The 38 samples were collected each week

a 78 mm Microsorban fflter having an efficiency

shown tn Fig. 35.

Air was drawn through

of abd 99.8% for

0.3 p m dioctylphthalate (DOP) particles (a standard test aerosol for

determining fflter efficiency) at a rate of either 70 litres per minute or

200 litres per minute. The two different rates were due to a continuing

program of replacing the 70 ~min. pumps with pumps of higher capacity

and less maintenance requiremats.
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Thisweeklycollection schedule was not intended ti provide an

early detection of a plutonium release but to help in documentation of

the magnitude of an accidental release, Meteorological data were

available for TA-21 during the entire operation and could have been

utilized if a high gross alpha concentration -s detetid at any of the

samplingstations.

detecbd it was not

source.

Since no concentration of any significance was

necessq to use these data to detemnine the pollution

The samples were handled routinely; th~ were counted after a

one-day decay period ad then recounted after approximately a 10 day

decay period for the recoxxis. This allowed for the decay of natural

radon and tkron daughters. During the demohtion both measurements

were observed and compared to background Ievcls to detect ~ abnomnal

concentrations. An attem@ was made to compare tho lo-dq measurement

datafrom this period to the correqxmiing 17 weeks of lY72 to eliminate

seasonal backiound variations, but because the data for those weeks in

1972 had been influenced ~

meani@ul comparison was

fallout from a Chinese Nuclear Test, no

possible. Instead, the data wem compared to

the 1972 averages to minimize the impact of the Chinese fallout. These

data are presented in Table 3 and indicato that if plutontum was released

b the environment during demolition it was minimal and had no &tectable

Impwt on the overall gross alpha background levels in the vicid~ of the

L&L.
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Station
lfumber—9
~:

1
2
3
k
5
6
7
8
9

10
u
12
13
14
15
16

Perimeter:
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
2h
25
26

On-Site:
w
28
e
30
u
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

TABr&3 GENERALSURVEILIAXCEAIR MOllITORINGRSSW.TS
Aver~e Gross Al=h!i Concentratlons8

(x 10-15 Llci/ml)
Ma? 1972 3973

Coardlnat es

M220 E220
n220 E300
19200A;380
mo E130
B1170E 20
If160E 60
M150Eb90
B140 E130
B130 E 20
R21O E 90
8 $M E390
S21O E370
S270 E190

9

Hllo E160
H11OE260
N1OOE 20
N1OOE11O
H8OE1O
N 30 E31O
S80W90
S1OOE 40
S100E300
S270E200

H $)0E170
H 60 E180
HbOE20
M 20 E170
S30W19
S 30 E190
s 50 =60
S69EI0
S70E80
S250 E230
M 20 E11O
H 70 E115

4~5 t~u 7/26

1.8 * 2.2
2.3 * 2.6
1.7 * 2.4
1.5 i 1.6
2.2 * 2.8
2.2 e 2.6
1.7 t 1.8
1.5 * 2.2
lm8 ~ 2.2
2.0 * 2.6
lm8 ~ 2,2
1.5 A 2.4
1.0 i lmO
3.3 * 2.8

0
3.3 i 4.2

2.7$ 3.6

1.3 i 2.0
1.9 i 2.4
1.8 ~ 2.8
1.7 * 2.8
lm8 ~ 2m8
2.2 * 2.h
1.6 t 1.8
2.1 ~ zmz
1.92 2.0

1972

2.0 * 0.6
1.9 * 0.6
x.7 * 0.6

1.6 ~ 0.4

1.6 * 0.6
1.5 * o.6
1.7 t 0.4
1.7 * 0.6
1.6 * 0.6
1.6 * 0.6
1.6 * 0.6
1.3 ~ om6
1.5 * 0.4
2.1 2 1.0

-
2mo 2 om8

1.9 ~ 0.8
lmG ~ 0.8

1.5 A 0.6
1.4 t 0.6
1.5 t 0.6
1.5 ~ o,6
1.5 t 0.6
1.5 t 0.6
1.6 z 0.6
. 0

V5 thru8/1

1.2 * 0.6
9.8 * O.k
1.4 * 1.0
1.0 * 0.6
1.2 ~ 0.8
1.3 * 1.0
1.4 * om8
1.3 * 1.0
1.5 * 0.8
1.3 * 0.6
1.4 * 0.6
0.9 i 0.6
1.3 & 0.8
1.5 * 1.0
1.2 t 102
0.8 * 1.0

0.8I 0.4
1.0 * 0.4
1.0 ~ 0.6
1.0g 0.6
1.1i 0.8
1.7 * 1.2
0.82 0.4
1.1 t 0.6
0.8~ 0.6
1.1 * 1.0
1.1 t 0.8
1.1* 1.0

●Average(& two uMndard deviati ens)
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Air monitoring in the immediate vicinity of the structure w

added to provide an early detection of a release of radioactivity. If

such a release had been detected the operation would have been

curtailed until more protective demolition measures could be employed.

These samples (’location of samplers shown in Fig. 36) were

oollected daily. Due h mechanical failures a variety of sampling

devices and rates wre used on April 4, 1973, at the start of the

sampling operation the sampling network consi~ed of fbur !Wplex

“Hi-Volume’? samplers. They sampled through 76 mm diameter

Microsorban paper (shdlar to the Hlter media for the weekly samples)

at a rate of approximately 0.37 ms/min. Tw of the samplers were

lcwated near buildings and used line povmr; the other - were driven

@ WOW pverd generators.

~ the end of April the samplers had been changed to employ 100 mm

Mlorosorban filters to increase the flow rate and reduce pump heating.

The flow increased to approximately 0.52 mS/mim These samplers were

located as shown in Fig, 36 so that they could be operated on line power

and were used throughout the remainder of the sampling period. The

fourth sampling station was abandoned since three s~lmplers would give
.

dequate coverage. TIM samplers were not centered around the building,

but instead around the center of the demolition activity where releases of

oonhmhmtion were more likely to occur.
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The filten were first counbd by Health Physics personnel

within sn hum after collection for mrly detection of a release, tken

oounted by environmental studies personnel after allowing* weeks

for decay. The average and maximum gross alpha concentration vahms

fbr the second measurement are compared to AEC Manual Chapter 0524

Cmwentration Guides for IWxmhmlled Areas in Table 4. All of the gross

alpha activity was assumed to be

ap@licabIe concentration guides.

insoluble %u for comparison to

The highest e-four hour concen-

trationatw on-sitesampler (8.7x 10-S pCi/nU o~ July 5) was 87

peroext of the 1 x 10”12~Ci/ml concentrationguideforinsoluble‘9PU

inControlkdareas.

The ah thatwas okhaustedbythevenfflationblowerIww sampled

kWdrawingsir through HV-70 filter paper at the nominal rate of 0.56

ms/min, The filter papers were measured daily for gross alpha activi&.

The data indicated that 13?1 y Ci of plutonium were released in this manner

from Febzwu~ through Mq, 1973.

8. Soil Sampling

As was mentioned in the Demolition Section of this report, water

had escaped the building through expansion joints in the concrete floor.

_ past clean-up operation~. Therefore, the concrete was broken

and surface and oore samples of dirt were collected at suspect locations

to determine the magnitude and depth of contamination The surfhce



TABLE4 ON-SITE(TA-21) GROSSAIPHACONCENTRATIONSIN AIR

Averagea(k2 S.D.)
(10-15llcihl)

4(* 4)

11(~ 49)

2(2 3)
)@ 4)

3(2 8)
8(~ 24)

73(~b18)

4(t 15)
2(* 4)

3(2 7)

24(* 96)

39(2 83)

98(*188)

llo(*490)

1O(* 23)
Z(y 4)

1(* 3)

1(~ 1)

bPercent of CG
for Average

0.4

1.1

0.2

1.1

0.3

0.8

793

0.4

0.2

0.3

2.b

3.9

9.8

IJ.o

1.0

0.2

0.1

0.1

Maximumc(&2S.D.)
(lO-ls IJci/ml)

8(* I)

114(* ~)

6(2 1)

78(~ 9)

17(2 8)

42(* 15)

632( 2243)

28(* 16)

6(2 3)

15(A 8)

112(* 55)

166(A80)

278(*111)

869(5347)

38(~15)
7(* 3)

6(t 2)

2(? 1)

bPercent of CG
for Maximum

0.8

11.4

0.6

7.8

1.7

4.2

63.2

2.8

0.6

1.5

11.2

16.6

27.8

86.9

3.8

0.7

0.6
0.2

allrithmetic Mean for all 2b-hour samples for
bConcentration Guide for insoluble 2391+4for

Ckinllm concentration of any single 24 hour

particular sampling period (* 2 Standard Deviations).

uncontrolled areas, AECMmual Chapter 052)}.

wmple during the sampling period (* 2 .Stand. &v. j ●

8



aaqles were collected from the top centimeter of soil with a spoo~

ad the core ssmples

diameter pd yvinyl

The sample locations

WE& collected by Mving a 2.54 centimeter

chloride .(PVC) ‘pipe into the sofl with a hammer.

and the gross al~a concentratioxx at those

locations are shown in Fig. 37 and Table 5 respectively. The data

uoxdhned expectations that some soil undexmeath the building would be

Conwnhuw.

After the building and approxim~ly 30 centimeters of soil had

been remc-.-ed, an attempt was made to survey the remaining 2 metre

depression with a low enexgy x-ray d~ctor. The results of the sumwy

vmre meaningless, howver, because the inssnuncnt readings were

influenced ~ radioactive materials stored in a nearby buildin~ therefore,

soil core samples

WnpIes collected

were collected at the locations shown in

at points 4, 5 and G (near the centerline

Fig. 38.

of the building)

were divided into the listed segments to determine variation in contam-

ination with depth. Sanples from the other locations were analyzed as

single samples. Runoff from a rainshower on the previous night that

had puddled at the northeast side of the depression was also sampled;

its gross alpha concentrtiion was less than the minimum detection

limit of 4 x 10-8 P Ci/1.

To arrive at a quick estimate of contamination levels and also

minimize the number of plutonium analyses, gross alpha measuremetis



. . :

.

.

0 Surface Sample

o Core Sample

F@. 37. LoCATIONS OF SOIL SAMPLES TAKEN
FROM UNDER INTAKE PLEN~Jl!
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TAB~ “~ GROSSALPHACONCENTRATIONOF SOILSAMPLESCOLLECTEDFROM—.
UNDERINTAKEPLENUM

Surf=e s~ples Core Samples
Gross alpha

Sample Concentration
Locationa Pci/gm

o1 67

02 21

03 17

04 563

G
5“! 207

06 lab

o7 4

08 J1l

Sample
Locat tons

o1
It

?l

o2
W

u3

o4
?1

o5

11

tl

Gross alpha
Depth from Concentrate ion
Surface . PCi/~

o

6.4

12.7

0

6.k

o’

6.4

12.7

25.4

0

6.4

0

6.4

12.7

20.3

- 2.5 cm

- 8.9 cm

-15.2cm

- 2.5 cm

- 8.9 cm

- 2.5 cm

-8.9 cm

-15.2 cm

-27.9 cm

- 2.5 cm

- 8.9 CIII

- 2.5 cm

- 8.9 cm

-15.2 cm

-22.9 cm

36

9

6

10

1

108 000

h 653

3 722

446

30

4

33

10

21

Z()

a See Figure 37 for lacation.
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were made on all the samples by leaching the samples with acid

and an@zing the Ieachate. The gross alpha concentrations were

used to select samples fir plutonium sndyses which would include the

maximum and minimum gross alpha concentrations and severaI con-

centrations within the range. The plutonium data are shmm in Table 6.

9. Nnal Site Condition

The 2 metre depression was i311edwith soil that was available

fkom a previous excavation of a trench located approximately 300 metres

dueeast of the

contained 0.03

Building 12 site. A composite sample of this

t 0.01 pCi/g 238Puand L 3 t 001 pc~/g 239w

fill dirt

The site

waa graded to its original natural contour and the area was seeded with

native grasses. The site, after gradng and seeding, is shown in

Ng. 33.

.
-...
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~A~~ 6 PLUTONIUM IN SOIL SAMP’IXSr
T=N IIROMCLEARED SITE

~liu Station
d am~

and Ikpth from surface pci/fgll

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

(o - 20.9 Cm)

(o - lh.o cm)

( o.-22m2 cm)

( O-2.5 Cm)

( 2.5- 7.6 cm)

7.622.8 cm)

(o - 2.5 cm)

( 2.> 7.6 cm)

( 7.612.7 ~)
( i2.7-33.0 cm)

(o - 2.5 CIU)

~ 2.+ 7.6 cm)
( 7.6- 15.2 cm)

(0 - 16.5 d
(o - 16.5 ~)
(o - 17.8 cm)

Filldirt

0.3 t 0.08

9

-

0.4 * 0.07
9

9

0.6 t 0.1

0.? * 0.1

o.02t 0.01

9

9

0.3 * 0.04

9

.

V See Fig. 38 fbr location.

25.7 * 1.1

28.9 * 1.2

70.0 * 2.5

4.3 * 0.2

50.7 i 2.3
1.3 * 001
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